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69 Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749 93 We report the analysis of the three-body e + e − → BBπ ± , BB * π ± , and B * B * π ± processes, including the first observations of the Z ± transitions that are found to dominate the corresponding final states. We measure Born cross sections for the three-body production of σ(e + e − → [BB * + c.c.] ± π ∓ ) = (17.4 ± 1.6(stat.) ± 1.9(syst.)) pb and σ(e + e − → [B * B * ] ± π ∓ ) = (8.75 ± 1.15(stat.) ± 1.04(syst.)) pb and set a 90% C.L. upper limit of σ(e + e − → [BB] ± π ∓ ) < 2.9 pb. The results are based on a 121.4 fb −1 data sample collected with the Belle detector at a center-of-mass energy near the Υ(10860) peak. and retains 73% of the signal events.
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We identify B candidates by their reconstructed in- combinations is shown in Fig. 1(b 
(k = 1, 2) to parameterize theand two-body B 
where A nr = a nr e iφnr is the non-resonant amplitude only marginally improved (see Table I ). The addition of 310 extra components to the amplitude also produces multi- parameters.
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The three-body Born cross sections are calculated as
where N f is the three-body signal yield and L = Table III . 
